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NOT EVERYONE IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION IS A VIP.
But anyone can be a VAP: Very Attacked Person™

And these VAPs aren’t always the people you expect. That’s
This report presents data gathered between October–December 2018,
because today’s attacks target users in countless ways, across new along with previously collected data for historical comparisons. We
digital channels and with objectives that aren’t always obvious.
examine which employees and organizational departments receive
the most highly targeted email threats. Then we explore how they’re
They trick your workers into opening an unsafe attachment or
being attacked, analyzing attackers’ techniques and tools.
clicking on a dubious web link. They impersonate your CEO and
order your finance department to wire money. And they con your
Based on these findings, we recommend concrete steps
customers into sharing login credentials with a website they think
organizations can take to build a defense that focuses on
is yours.
their people.
Protecting against today’s threats starts with understanding
who’s being targeted and how they’re being attacked.

INTRODUCTION

KEY FINDINGS

Note: Our data was collected from customer deployments in a given quarter. In
some cases, historical comparisons may include data from overlapping—but not
identical—sets of customers.
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HOW THEY’RE BEING ATTACKED

WHO’S BEING ATTACKED

Among the most targeted malware and
credential phishing attacks, nearly

13%

3

of email addresses
identified as
the most highly
targeted recipients

during the quarter ranked as
such in our last report, reflecting
attackers’ shifting focus.

30%

Your VAPs aren’t always your VIPs.
R&D/Engineering
Sales
Production/Operations

Executive

Marketing/PR

targeted generic
email aliases.

Among organizations’
Very Attacked People, lower-level
workers were at even more
risk than those in higher-level roles.

Facilities/Internal Support

Upper Management

Management

Management

These email addresses are typically
shared within an organization.

Among organizations targeted
by email spoofing, nearly

Workers in R&D and engineering
were targeted the most heavily.

Among organizations targeted by
email spoofing, more than

60%

saw attempts
that spoofed more
than five identities.

Nearly 80% were targeted in
attacks that tried to send email
to six or more people.

Web-based attacks that use
social engineering grew

40%

were the intended recipients of
50 or more fraudulent emails.

Individual Contributor

Fraudulent social media support
account phishing, jumped

442%

vs. the year-ago quarter.

150%

vs. the previous quarter.
That’s 4x the year-ago percentage.

Unless otherwise indicated, figures represent the October-December 2018 quarter.
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WHO’S BEING
ATTACKED

Nearly 30% of the most targeted
malware and credential phishing attacks
were directed at generic email accounts.
Sales Manager

Protecting people starts with understanding who in an organization is being attacked and
why they might be targeted. That includes knowing their roles, what data they might have
access to and their potential exposure.

sales@company.com

Get to know your VAPs

Sales Team

METHODOLOGY
For insight into threats focused on specific people, we examined the most highly
targeted attacks against Fortune Global 500 customers. We collected the mosttargeted email addresses (determined by our Very Attacked Person score, which
factors in the quantity, severity and sophistication of threats received) in each
company. Then we matched the recipients’ titles and functions using social-media
profiles, internet databases, public records, news reports and other sources. We
excluded email addresses of cybersecurity teams and vendors.

Marketing

SHIFTING FOCUS
A full 87% of the most attacked email addresses did not rank as such in our previous report.
This figure is yet another signal that attackers are constantly shifting focus. Someone who
seems unappealing to attackers today can easily become a VAP tomorrow.

Attackers try to compromise people at all career levels. And their targets are always changing.

(While this number is lower than the 99% figure last quarter, the newest percentage
includes shared email addresses for the first time.)

SHARED EMAIL ALIASES
Nearly 30% of the most targeted malware and credential phishing attacks were directed
at generic email accounts typically shared by two or more employees within an
organization. Addresses such as sales@company.com and inquiries@company.com
have value to attackers for three main reasons:
•

They are sent to multiple victims.

•

They are easy to obtain (often public-facing).

•

They are harder to protect—multifactor authentication, for instance, doesn’t work

FRESH TARGETS

Just 13% of email addresses identified as
the most highly targeted recipients during
the quarter ranked as such in our last report,
reflecting attackers’ shifting focus.

well with email addresses shared among several colleagues.
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VAPS AREN’T ALWAYS VIPS

SOME DEPARTMENTS ARE MORE TARGETED THAN OTHERS

Among organizations’ VAPs, lower-level workers were targeted slightly more heavily than

Among organizations’ Very Attacked People, workers in R&D/engineering and sales

upper-management and executives. (We measure these levels using an aggregate score

departments were the most targeted (30% more heavily and 15% more heavily,

that factors in the volume and concentration of the attacks as well as the sophistication of the

respectively, than the average VAP).

attacker.) In other words, people at the bottom of the corporate ladder were even more at risk
than those at the top. This gap underscores a simple truth: your VAPs aren’t always your VIPs.

AVERAGE VAP THREAT SCORE BY MANAGEMENT LEVEL

AVERAGE VAP THREAT SCORE BY FUNCTION

AVERAGE VAP
ATTACK SCORE

AVERAGE VAP
ATTACK SCORE

R&D/Engineering

Executive

Sales
Upper Management

Production/Operations
Marketing/PR

Management

Facilities/Internal Support
Individual Contributor
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Average Spoofing Attempts per Company
120

Overall, email spoofing soared, with the number of attacks per company up 944% on

100

average vs the year-ago quarter. As in previous quarters, we saw no correlation between

80

an organization’s size and how likely it was to see a spoofing attack—email attackers are

60

equal-opportunity attackers.
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SPOOFING
Cyber attackers target people in countless ways using an array of tools, tactics, and
approaches. But all people-focused attacks have one thing in common: they rely on
identity deception.

additional characters, such as an “S” at the end of the domain name, that a casual
viewer won’t easily notice.

They trick victims into opening a malicious attachment, clicking an unsafe link, entering
account credentials, sending sensitive files or wiring money by pretending to be
someone the victim knows or is likely to trust. In email attacks, identity deception
usually involves some form of spoofing. Here are three types and how they work:

There are endless combinations fraudsters can use to counterfeit trusted email
domains. And unless your organization has registered them all, DMARC alone won’t
stop them. For these attacks, you need a solution that finds lookalikes and helps you
shut them down.
Where the email is actually being sent from
What the recipient sees in the email header

DOMAIN SPOOFING
Domain spoofing is shockingly easy. Anyone with a mail server can define what appears
in the email’s “from” and “reply to” headers—even domains they don’t own. Attackers
often send email from a well-known or trusted domain so that recipients are more likely to
take the bait.

Smith
ment
To: John
Develop
Business
Subject:

Y ØU RD OMA I N . C OM
Y OU RD OMA I M . C OM
Y OU RD OMA I N . C OM
Y O VR D OMA I N . C OM
Y OU RD OMA I I N . C OM
Y OU RD OM I A N . C OM
Y OU R – D OMA I N . C OM
Y OU RD OMA I N – I N C . C OM

INTRODUCTION

LOOKALIKE DOMAIN SPOOFING
But even with authentication, it’s easy for
attackers to register domains that look a lot
like yours. This tactic is sometimes called
“typosquatting.”
Some lookalike domains may swap out
characters, such as the numeral “0” for the
letter “O”, an uppercase “I” for a lowercase
“L”, or a “V” for a “U.” Others might insert

KEY FINDINGS

,

/Madam

Dear Sir

sit amet,
um dolor
,
Lorem ips r adipiscing elit
ue
consectet nummy nibh
no
t
sed diam cidunt ut laoree
tin
od
uam
euism
gna aliq
dolore ma
y,
Sincerel
e
John Do

Authentication controls such as DMARC can help ensure that only someone from
your company—or someone you authorize—can send email using your domain. This
stops many domain-spoofing attacks in their tracks.
Y OU RD ØMA I N . C OM

Details

Today

1

Return-Path: <example_from@dc.edu>
X-SpamCatcher-Score: 1 [X]
Received: from [136.167.40.119] (HELO dc.edu)
by fe3.dc.edu (CommuniGate Pro SMTP 4.1.8)
with ESMTP-TLS id 61258719 for example_to@mail.dc.edu; Mon, 23
Message-ID: <4129F3CA.2020509@dc.edu>
Date: Mon, 23 Aug 2005 11:40:36 -0400
From: Taylor Evans <example_from@dc.edu>
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.0.1
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: Jon Smith <example_to@mail.dc.edu>
Subject: Business Development Meeting
Content-Type: text/plain; charset-us-ascii; format-flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

2

DISPLAY-NAME SPOOFING
No matter what other tactics they use, most attackers spoof the sender display name in
fraudulent emails.
The display name is what appears in the “From:” field when reading the message. It’s
unrelated to the sender’s actual email address or where any replies are sent—it can
be anything.
To stop these attacks you need a solution that can detect display-name spoofing in the
content of email messages and block them at the source.
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HOW THEY’RE
BEING ATTACKED

Message Volume by Malware Family

Banking
Downloader
Credential Stealer

Protecting people also means understanding how they’re being attacked. This includes the

RAT

volume of attacks, who’s attacking, and what techniques and tools they use.

Ransomware
Other

METHODOLOGY
Our real-time data that spans email, social media and cloud apps to correlates
threat intel from more than 5 billion daily emails, 200 million social media
accounts, and 250,000 daily malware samples. We use this insight to understand
how people are attacked to better protect them.
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Malware
Banking Trojans remained the top email-borne threat. They made up 56% of all malicious
malware payloads, led by a strain called Emotet.

Relative Volume of Banking Trojan Campaigns, Q4 2018
.5%

Coinhive, JavaScript code that co-opts victims’ computers to harvest electronic currency,

1%
1%

spiked in December. It’s not clear whether this represents a seasonal spike or broader trend.

.5%

1%

Emotet
10%

Panda Banker
Ursnif

FOR MORE ON COINHIVE AND EMOTET, SEE OUR Q4 QUARTERLY THREAT REPORT.

The Trick

11%

UrlZone Banker
Zeus
76%

Dridex
Other
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Among organizations targeted in such attacks, nearly 60% were the intended recipients of

MALWARE CRIB SHEET

attempts that spoofed more than five identities. That’s a shift from the previous quarter, when
attackers focused more on spoofing fewer, higher-authority identities.

HERE ARE COMMON TYPES OF MALWARE AND WHAT THEY DO.

At the same time, nearly 80% of targeted organizations were on the receiving end of attacks
that tried to send spoofed email to six or more people, extending a yearlong trend.

BANKER/BANKING TROJAN
Steals victims’ bank login credentials

Identities Spoofed Within
Targeted Organizations

DOWNLOADER

1

2-5

>5

100%

Gains a foothold on a targeted system to download
other malware components

80%
60%
40%

CREDENTIAL STEALER

20%

Steals users’ account credentials

0%
Q1 17

RAT (REMOTE ACCESS TROJAN)

Q2 17

Q3 17

Q4 17

Q1 18

People Targeted Across
Targeted Organizations

Gives attacker total control over the compromised system

Q2 18

1

Q3 18

2-5

Q4 18

>5

100%

RANSOMWARE

Locks away victims’ data until they pay a “ransom” to unlock it

80%
60%
40%

Email fraud techniques

20%

Email fraudsters use a range of techniques to trick recipients into opening the email and

0%

acting on it. These include spoofing trusted senders and choosing the right targets.

Q1 17

Q2 17

Q3 17

Q4 17

Q1 18

Q2 18

Q3 18

Q4 18

On that front, email fraud attacks are both impersonating and targeting more people.
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Social media attacks
Social media channels remain key vectors for fraud and theft, despite the best efforts of
Twitter, Facebook and others continue to develop automated safeguards. These efforts

METHODOLOGY
Using our social fraud protection solution, we examined social media accounts
that used the name or likeness of our global customer base and any phishing
URLs they propagated.

have dramatically reduced phishing links on their platforms. But customer-support fraud,
also known as “angler phishing,” remains a key challenge.
Accounts suspected of being created for support fraud—also known as “angler
phishing”—accounts increased about 40% over the previous quarter.

HOW ANGLER PHISHING WORKS

Named after the anglerfish—known for its luminous fleshy lure that draws prey into striking distance—angler phishing
has endured as a major threat on social media.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:
•

•

Cyber criminals create highly convincing customer service accounts and

When the fraudster sees a customer contact your brand account, they spring
into action and send a reply from the lookalike support account.

then wait for your customers to reach out to your brand with a help request.
Automated listening tools make it easy for criminals to monitor your social

•

The criminal assures your customer they’ll resolve the problem and directs

accounts to find a potential victim. They often strike on evenings or weekends

them to a lookalike website. There, the customer is invited to log in. By doing

when your customer service teams are less likely to monitor the account

so, the customer inadvertently hands account credentials and sensitive data

for requests.

to the criminal.
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Social engineering on the web
Web-based attacks that use social engineering grew 150% vs. the previous quarter. These
METHODOLOGY

attacks trick users into downloading malware or visiting a phishing site through fake

Using our global network of intrusion detection systems (IDS), we studied attack

antivirus notifications and software updates. That surge, while sizable by most measures,

techniques to identify vulnerabilities that are being exploited and new social-

has moderated from even faster growth in prior quarters.

engineering schemes.

Fraudulent Customer-Support Accounts on Social Media

Customer-support fraud on social media soared 486% vs. the year-ago quarter to its highest level ever.

Percent of Total Social Engineering Schemes
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Threats that target people require a people-centric cybersecurity strategy.
We recommend the following as a starting point:

AT THE SAME TIME, ASSUME
THAT USERS WILL EVENTUALLY
CLICK SOME THREATS.

TRAIN USERS TO SPOT AND
REPORT MALICIOUS EMAIL.

SECURITY POSTURE.

Attackers do not view the world in terms of a network

Regular training and simulated attacks can stop many

Attackers will always find new ways to exploit human

diagram. Deploy a solution that gives you visibility into

attacks and help identify people who are especially

nature. Find a solution that spots and blocks inbound

who’s being attacked, how they’re being attacked, and

vulnerable. The best simulations mimic real-world attack

email threats targeting employees before they reach

whether they clicked. Consider the individual risk each

techniques. Look for solutions that tie into current trends

the inbox. And stop outside threats that use your

user represents, including how they’re targeted, what

and the latest threat intelligence.

domain to target customers.

data they have access to, and whether they tend to fall
prey to attacks.

PROTECT YOUR BRAND

BUILD A ROBUST EMAIL

PARTNER WITH A THREAT
INTELLIGENCE VENDOR.

REPUTATION AND CUSTOMERS

FRAUD DEFENSE.

IN CHANNELS YOU DON’T OWN.

Email fraud can be hard to detect with conventional

Fight attacks that target your customers over social

Focused, targeted attacks call for advanced threat

security tools. Invest in a solution that can manage email

media, email and the web—especially fake accounts

intelligence. Leverage a solution that combines static

based on custom quarantine and blocking policies.

that piggyback on your brand. Look for a complete

and dynamic techniques to detect new attack tools,

social media security solution that scans all social

tactics and targets—and then learns from them.

networks and reports fraudulent activity.
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LEARN MORE
To learn more about what a people-centric
approach looks like in practice, watch our webinar.
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